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Rob Lewis Visit Wales  

Gerwyn Visit Wales  
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Danielle May BH&HPA D.may@bhhpa.org.uk 

Clare Hallett WASCO keestonhillcottage@gmail.com 

Paula Ellis Retreats Group paula.ellis@retreatsgroup.com 

George Reid Carmarthenshire glangwilimansion@googlemail.com 

Oscar Asghar AM   
Adam Smith  Village Hotel, Swansea Adam.Smith@village-hotels.com 

Dai Lloyd AM   

Russell George AM   

Mark Isherwood AM   

 
 

Apologies 

 

Name Organisation Contact 

Helen Mary Jones AM   

Llyr Gruffydd AM   

 

 
1. Welcome from Chair 
 

SD welcomed members 
 
2. Minutes of previous meeting Agreed 

 



 

 
 

3. Overseas visitor numbers     and 
4. International Passenger Survey 

 
Visit Wales set out an explanation of the International Passenger Survey and how the data is used, as 
well as how much it costs Welsh Government. 
 
Of the overall cost of the survey, Welsh Government only required to contribute £10,000 overall 
 
800,000 approx visitors to Wales last year and this was the same as in 2006 
 
IPS (International Passenger Survey) been in place since 1961 
 
It measures the flows of people in and out of the Uk with half of the interviews being with British 
residents. Of the other half, half of those are of foreign people leaving. 
 
This leaves around 50,000 people which are foreign people entering the UK. This is the data of use. 
 
Of these 50,000, approx. 3% represents Wales, or around 1,500 
 
Confidence level is between +/- 8 and +/-10% 
 
This means that on their own the figures are not of great value, however they are of value when 
making comparisons between years and when looking for trends 
 
There is also the Barometer which is used to show interest and numbers at certain times of year and 
can be more useful 
 
Visit Wales are also looking to see if they can work with other companies who gather and use data, 
such as Trip Advisor and Expedia to find out where people go, when, and how many leads are 
followed up 
 
Visit Wales work with businesses to get them to take part in marketing opportunities abroad 
however uptake is very low. Visit Wales would like to increase this. 
 
Visit Wales confirmed that number of visitors to Wales were as follows: 
 
2006: 1.16 million 
2008 – 2012 saw a drop to around 854,000 visitors per year 
2012 to 2017 saw an increase 
2017 has seen as high as 2006 
 
Spend has also increased and is now at £444m as of 2016 
 
Scotland and England have seen faster rates of growth 
 
Questions from the group about why Wales is below Scotland in spend and increase rates 
 
VW confirmed Scotland has around three times more visitors then Wales who stay for long period of 
time as opposed to a day or two. This leads to an increased average spend per trip 
 
SD asked why visit Scotland for longer 



 

 
 

VW advised that Scottish heritage has had big impact with large numbers of people with links to 
Scotland in USA, Canada, and Australia. Much greater than Wales 
 
Scotland also had a better budget for marketing 
 
Scotland’s development of Edinburgh and Glasgow Airport expansions also cited 
 
Biggest reason for visiting UK is relations and friends followed by business trips 
 
SD raised examples such as Cadw and ZipWorld and how these can get visitors to Wales but how 
they need to then also be encouraged to stay and visit other attractions 
 
VW confirmed that new Economic Action Plan is trying to make sure all parts and areas of Wales and 
included. Added that places like Zip World are a big help in this 
 
SD and DL raised questions about selling Wales to US 
 
VW confirmed have two people in US and are developing further links 
 
VW are redeveloping their website as well as increasing social media followers to help with 
marketing 
 
Year of Discovery next year plans to see increases in genealogy visitors to Wales from abroad 
 
RG asked about relationship VW has with Welsh Government offices abroad and can they be 
contacted? 
 
VW confirmed that First Minister’s office straddles trade offices and Visit Wales and in the US VW 
share their offices with Visit Britain 
 
Welsh Gov are generally easier and more regularly contacted abroad and then feed in to VW than 
VW being contacted directly 
 
RG added that Economy Committee found that those using Welsh Gov offices find hem useful and 
helpful however others struggle to find them and get in contact  
 
Ask whether industry knows role that VW plays 
 
VW confirmed that they hosted 84 meetings in 16 days across Wales recently regarding 
opportunities for business and industry reps to work with VW 
 
Increase in visitors from US in last two years has increased 200% 
 
However if industry can engage further this will help tourism in Wales even further 
 
Examples were given of good work being done in North Wales and VW confirmed that they 
supported many of those projects to start up before they then continued on their own as no longer 
needed support from VW 
 
VW grading system raised and whether it is any use now and in addition that self catering often do 
not see benefit from VW marketing 



 

 
 

 
Village Hotel confirmed that most of their overseas visitors are from tour operators however they 
feel that “brand Wales” has helped with visitor numbers 
 
However majority of their visitors are not international 
 
NCC confirmed that many caravan users are domestic as well 
 
VW confirmed that they are looking to see: 
 

1. How can they use and get digital visitor data 
2. How much digital marketing actually benefits the industry 

 
VW confirmed they have not yet decided how much they are to spend on data collection and 
analysis 
 
WTA added that while larger businesses and brands can engage easier and more simply with VW and 
large marketing brands, it can be difficult for smaller businesses 
 
WTA added that more robust data needs so VW can make forecasts as opposed to use historic data 
to plot potential outcomes in the future 
 
SD added that VW need to make it as simple as possible for micro businesses to benefit from VW 
work and data 
 
VW added that due to state aid rules, VW can not encourage tourists to book with individual 
businesses 
 
NCC added that main reason for increase in bookings in caravan sector is still the weather as 
opposed to marketing 
 
GR added that the way that data is collected for the Welsh Barometer does not make for accurate 
collection. This is because they often call businesses at times immediately following high income or 
busy periods which leads to more positive feelings and answers compared to if they were to call 
immediately following a quiet period 
 
In addition the calls are made without appointment so many businesses do not have their data or 
information to hand and therefore the data is less accurate 
 
VW added that in future VW could look at whether to carry on with the IPS at all or whether to do 
something different 
 
Four biggest barriers still, from surveys, are as follows for people considering visiting Wales: 
 

1. Weather 
2. Difficult to get to 
3. People are unfriendly 
4. Lack of things to do 

 
VW concentrate on demonstrating that there are lots of things for visitors to do 
 



 

 
 

Marketing of the Wales Way discussed in north Wales and comparisons to the positives of the Great 
West Way in England before 
 
Eg.s of Iron Man Wales being positive to marketing Wales and Pembrokeshire was given 
 
VW confirmed they supported the project to get started and now it does not need VW support 
 
Discussion raised regards driving visitors to other parts of Wales other than Cardiff 
 
VW confirmed Cardiff gets disproportionate level of visitors due to airport, businesses being located 
in Cardiff, and many friends and family of visitors being in Cardiff 
 
Added that if regional forums in other parts of Wales have projects or ideas they would like to work 
on, VW can liaise with them and help fund these 
 
AC added that Brexit being in the news has helped in some ways as UK is in the news a lot abroad 
and many of the tourists he meets have come after hearing about UK through this source 
 

5. OAB 
 
SD confirmed that will liaise with Visit Britain again about attending a CPG meeting to discuss role 
they play in marketing UK and benefits Wales does or could get from this 
 
Close 


